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Summary:The vehicle counting process provides good 

information about traffic flow, vehicle accident occurrences, and 

peak traffic  times on the road. An acceptable technique for achieving 

these goals is the use of digital image processing techniques in the 

video output of roadside cameras. This paper introduces a vehicle 

counter classifier based on a combination of different video image 

processing methods such as object detection, edge detection, frame 

difference, and  Kalman filter. The implementation of the proposed 

technique was performed using the Python programming language. 

This white paper describes the methods used for image processing for 

traffic flow counting and classification using various libraries and 

algorithms with real-time images. 

INTRODUCTION  
Summary: The vehicle counting process provides good 

information about traffic flow, vehicle accident occurrences, and 

peak traffic  times on the road. An acceptable technique for achieving 

these goals is the use of digital image processing techniques in the 

video output of roadside cameras. This paper introduces a vehicle  

counter classifier based on a combination of different video image 

processing methods such as object detection, edge detection, frame 

difference, and  Kalman filter. The implementation of the proposed 

technique was performed using the Python programming language. 

This white paper describes the methods used for image processing for 

traffic flow counting and classification using various libraries and 

algorithms with real-time images.  

However, image processing is time consuming and needs automation 

to save time counting and classifying images. In the  current era of 

Python-type programming languages, significant time savings have 

been added for image processing and  vehicle detection, counting, 

and classification. This paper provides information on the path to 

image processing, the types of filters used, and the techniques 

proposed  to accurately detect, count, and classify images. 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

Video Processing 
Video processing is a subcategory of digital signal processing 

technology where the input and output signals are video streams. For 

computers, one of the best ways to reach your video analysis goals is 

to use image processing methods at each video frame. In this case, 

the movement is achieved simply  by comparing successive frames 

Video processing includes a pre-filter that can provide contrast 

changes and noise reduction along with  pixel size conversion of 

video images. Highlighting specific areas of the video, removing 

improper lighting effects, eliminating camera movements, and 

removing edge artifacts are all feasible with video processing 

methods. Python's OpenCv library  is loaded with functions that 

allow you to work with videos and images. OpenCV Python uses 

Numpy, a library for math operations that uses MATLAB-style 

syntax. All  OpenCV array structures are converted to and from 

numpy arrays. This also facilitates integration with other libraries that 

use Numpy, such as SciPy and Matplotlib.  

RGB to Grayscale Conversion: 
In video analysis, the conversion of RGB color images to grayscale 

mode is done by image processing methods. The main purpose of this 

conversion is to process grayscale images with more acceptable 

results compared to the original RGB image. Video processing 

techniques require the sequence of captured video frames to be 

converted from RGB color mode to a gray level from 0 to 255. When 

converting an RGB image to  grayscale mode, you need to get the 

RGB value for each pixel  and prepare a single value as output that 

reflects the  percentage of brightness for that pixel.  

Power-Law Transformation:  
Emphasis on an image gives you better contrast and  more detail 
than an unenhanced image. There are several image enhancement 
techniques such as power law transformation, linear programming, 
and logarithmic programming. Image enhancement can be 
performed by one of these grayscale transformations. Among them, 
the power law conversion method is a suitable method, and its basic 
form is as follows. 
V = A v γ 
If V and v are the gray levels of the outputs and inputs, then γ is the 

gamma value and A is a positive constant (generally if A = 1). The 

Python code that implements power law conversion is-   

power_law_transformation = cv2.pow (grey, 0.6) 

The second argument is the gamma value. Therefore, choosing the 

right value for γ plays an important role in the image enhancement 

process and can provide the right details that can be identified in the 

image. 
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 Canny Edge Detection:  
Object detection can be performed using the image matching feature 

and edge detection. Edges are the points of a digital  image where the 

brightness and height of the gray level of the image suddenly change. 

The main task of edge detection is to find all the pixels in the image 

that correspond to the edges of the object displayed in the image. 

Among the various edge detection methods, the Canny algorithm is a 

simple and powerful edge detection method. Edge detection is prone 

to noise in the image, so the first step is to use a 5x5 Gaussian filter 

to remove the noise in the image. The smoothed image is then filtered 

using the Sobel kernel both horizontally and vertically to obtain first-

order derivatives in the horizontal (Gx) and vertical (Gy) directions. 

From these two images, you can find the edge gradient and 

orientation for each pixel as follows:  

 Edge gradient (G) = √ G2x + G2y (2)  

 Angle (θ) = tan-1 (Gy / Gx) (3)  

The direction of the gradient is always perpendicular to the edge. It is 

rounded to one of four angles that represent the vertical, horizontal, 

and two diagonal directions. After the gradient size and orientation 

are determined, a full scan of the image is performed to remove  

unwanted pixels that may not form edges. For this purpose, each 

pixel is checked to see if it is a  maximum near the gradient direction. 

OpenCV wraps all of  the above in one function cv2.Canny.  

 

The Kalman Filter:  
Images usually have a lot of speckles caused by noise and should be 

removed by filtering. The Kalman filter is a powerful and useful tool 

for estimating a particular process using some kind of feedback 

information [14]. The Kalman filter is used to provide an improved 

estimate based on a series of noisy estimates. This filter shows that 

the basic process needs to be modeled with a linear dynamic 

structure.  

 xk = Fk-1xk-1 + wk-1 (4)  

 yk = Hkxk + vk (5)  

 where xk and yk are  state and measurement vectors, wk and vk are  

process and measurement noise, Fk and Hk are  transition and 

measurement values, and k is the desired time step. The Kalman filter 

also shows that the measurements and  error terms represent a 

Gaussian distribution. That is, in vehicle detection, each vehicle can 

only be tracked with one Kalman filter. Therefore, the number of 

Kalman filters applied to each video frame depends on the number of 

vehicles detected.   

 

PREVIOUS WORKS 

The use of image / video processing and object recognition methods 

for vehicle detection and traffic flow estimation  has received a great 

deal of attention for several years. The vehicle detection / tracking 

process was performed using one of the following methods.  

 •  Adjustment  

 •  Thresholds and segmentation  

 •  Point detection  

 •  Edge detection  

 •  Frame identification  

 •  Optical flow method  

 It can be said that one of the most important studies in the field of 

object recognition that led to the Autoscope video recognition system 

is shown in. Some works, such as, use the forward and backward 

image diff method  to extract moving vehicles in the road view. Some 

studies, such as have shown that using feature vectors from the image 

area for vehicle detection targets can be very efficient. Some have 

provided accurate estimates of vehicle dimensions using a set of 

coordinate mapping functions, as  seen in addition, some studies have 

developed various object detection boosting algorithms  using 

machine learning techniques that can detect and classify moving 

objects by both type and color. The named approach has both  

advantages and disadvantages. 

PROPOSED TECHNIQUE 
Unlike previous work, the method proposed in this article uses a 

combination of frame differentiation and edge detection algorithms to 

improve the quality and accuracy of vehicle detection. By using the 

Kalman filter, the position of each vehicle is correctly estimated and 

tracked. This filter is also used to classify detected vehicles into 

different fixed groups and count them individually to provide  useful 

information for traffic flow analysis. A flow chart of this method is 

shown in Figure 1. 

 

Fig. 1. Flowchart of the Technique 

Based on Figure 1, this technique involves the following steps: Image 

enhancement process, edge detection, motion analysis using a 

combination of different techniques, detection zone definition,  

Kalman filter, vehicle  classification and counting. It must be said 

that some assumptions were made in this work.  

 •  No sudden changes in direction are expected  

 •  No car accidents or accidents expected  

 •  Vehicles have physical and legal restrictions  

 •  Motion scenes are recorded with the road surface viewed from 

above 

The proposed procedure to distinguish and check vehicles is 

displayed as underneath: 

Grayscale Image Generation and Image Enhancement: 
To get better results, vehicle detection process should be 

performed in the grayscale image domain. Hence a RGB to grayscale 

conversion is performed on each video frame. To achieve an 

appropriate threshold level and make results more suitable than the 

input image, each frame should be brought in contrast to background. 

Among several grayscale transformations, power-law method has 

been used in this work. For color conversion we use the function 

cv2.cvtColor(input_image,flag) where flag determines the type of 

conversion. Use the cv2.COLOR_BGR2GRAY flag to convert to 

grayscale. Experimental results in various situations show that the 

best results are obtained when the γ value is set to 0.6, as shown in 

Figure 2. This figure shows the result of applying various γ values to 

a grayscale converted image. Here, Section A is the input RGB color 

frame, and B and C are grayscale versions with gamma values of 0.6 

and 0.9, respectively. The implementation of the result in Figure 2  

can be obtained  using the Python code shown in Figure 3. 
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Fig. 2. Input RGB Video Frame (A) and Grayscale Converted With 

Different Γ Values (B and C)   

 

Fig. 3. Code for Conversion from RGB to Grayscale and Image 

Enhancement 

Edge Detection: 
To achieve detection aims, each picture (video frame) comprises 

three key features. Edges, curves, and points are examples of these 

features. Among the attributes stated, edge pixels are a good choice. 

We can detect edge pixels, which are the major features of passing 

automobiles in a roadway video frame, by processing picture pixels. 

The Canny operator, which has been employed in this study, is one of 

the most used approaches to detect the edges of a picture. Figure 4 

shows the result, while Figure 5 shows the code that goes with it. The 

output of the edge detection procedure is shown in a binary picture 

(threshold) with the identified edge pixels, as can be seen. 

 

Fig. 4. A: Original Image B: Edge Detection Result 

 

Fig. 5. Code for Canny Edge Detection 

The following step is to extract moving edges from sequential video 

frames and analyse the edge data to produce quantitative geometric 

measurements of passing cars. 

Background Subtraction: 
The static parts of the sequential video frame should be cleaned up 

using the provided thresholds. The main challenge here is that the 

performance of image analysis algorithms can be degraded under 

darkness, glare, long shadows, or poor lighting at night, leading to 

excessive noise. Therefore, in these situations, the grayscale image 

may not be specified, which complicates the recognition task a bit. 

Edges basically separate two different areas: static areas (roads) and 

dynamic areas (moving vehicles). Then erase the static background  

to find the moving object in each frame. The result zone leaves only 

the vehicle and some details as moving objects within a continuous 

frame that change from frame to frame. This task used a combination 

of forward and backward frame diffs and Sobel edge detectors. With 

this method, three consecutive frames are selected and the middle 

frame is compared with the previous and next frames. Therefore, we 

will use the extracted edges of each frame detected by the cany edge 

detection obtained in the previous section. You can then get the frame 

difference by subtracting two consecutive pairs of generated binary 

images, as in Equation 6. 

Where Fn-1 is previous frame, Fn is current frame and Fn+1 is the 

next frame. This process continues to the last three sequential video 

frames. The output result is demonstrated in Figure 6. The python 

code is represented in Figure 7. In this figure A, B and C represent 

three sequential frames, where D demonstrates the output background 

subtraction method. Using this technique moving vehicles are 

detected in three sequential frames. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6. Proposed Moving Vehicle Detection Technique and 

Background Subtraction (A,B,C and D) 

 

 

Fig. 7. Code for Background Subtraction 

Detection Zone: 
As an observation (detection) zone, a region should be defined to 

display moving vehicle’ s edges in a bounding box at the time that 

the vehicle enters it. This zone is in the middle of the screen and 

covers 1/3 of its height and 3/5 of its width (considering minimum 

and maximum available size of detectable passing vehicles in pixels). 

This area which contains the most traffic can embed both small and 

long vehicles and the main goal of defining it is to avoid perspective 

challenges and wrong type counts. Based on proposed method in 

background subtraction level, a vehicle is detected in three sequential 

frames. When a moving vehicle is detected, a bounding box 

whelming vehicle borders in binary image is drawn. 

The Kalman Filter: 
The bounding box can also be used to count and classify passing 

vehicles. This can be done with Kalman filter technology. In road 

video, the edge detection feature provides an incorrect position for 

the moving vehicle, but you need to improve your knowledge of the 

vehicle's current position. Since we cannot guarantee a perfect 

measurement due to the movement of  the object, we need to filter the 
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measurement to get the best estimate of for the exacttrace. The 

Kalman filter can also optimally estimate the current position of each 

vehicle and  predict the position of the vehicle in future video frames 

by minimizing noise interference. It is also used to stop tracking  

vehicles driving in the opposite direction in street video. Edge 

detection can find moving objects, but the Kalman filter makes  

optimal position estimates based on a series of position 

measurements. 

The linear Kalman filter is simpler and used in proposed technique. 

Consider parameter A as area of vehicle’ s bounding box, which has 

been detected in frame differentiation phase and p(x, y) is the center 

point of the vehicle where x and y are its distances from horizontal 

and vertical edges. Now by integration of proposed parameter in (7) 

and (8) equations resulted in the following vectors. 

xk = [x, y, A, vx, vy, vA] T (7)   yk = [x, y, A] T (8) 

Where vA is the rate of changes in vehicle’ s bounding box, vx 

and vy are the speed of changes in the movement of vehicle’ s center 

point. Subsequently using the Kalman filtering technique, the 

position of each vehicle can be estimated and tracked better. Finally 

an identifier is allocated to each passing vehicle for counting and 

classification purposes. 

The Kalman Filter is a unsupervised algorithm for tracking a 

single object in a continuous state space. Given a sequence of noisy 

measurements, the Kalman Filter is able to recover the “ true state”  

of the underling object being tracked. It is implemented using the 

pykalman library of python. 

Sample code- 

from pykalman import KalmanFilter 

kf = KalmanFilter(initial_state_mean=0, n_dim_obs=2) 

The traditional Kalman Filter assumes that model parameters are 

known beforehand. The KalmanFilter class however can   learn   

parameters   using KalmanFilter.em() (fitting is optional). Then the 

hidden sequence      of       states       can       be       predicted using 

KalmanFilter.smooth(): 

measurements = [[1,0], [0,0], [0,1]] 

kf.em(measurements).smooth([[2,0], [2,1], [2,2]])[0] 

  

array([[ 0.85819709], 

[ 1.77811829], 

[ 2.19537816]]) 

Common uses for the Kalman Filter include radar and sonar tracking 

and state estimation in robotics. This module implements two 

algorithms for tracking: the Kalman Filter and Kalman Smoother. In 

addition, model parameters which are traditionally specified by hand 

can also be learned by the implemented EM algorithm without any 

labeled training data. All three algorithms are contained in the 

KalmanFilter class in this module. 

Counting and Classification Functions: 
Vehicle counters are used in computing capacity, establishing 

structural design criteria and computing expected roadway user 

revenue. Typically in proposed technique vehicles are classified as 

four common types: 

•  Type1: bicycles, motorcycles 

•  Type2: motorcars 

•  Type3: pickups, minibuses 

•  Type4: buses, trucks, trailers 

It is necessary to have the width and length of each vehicle’ s 

bounding boxes in pixels to diagnose that the passing vehicles 

belongs to which of the mentioned types. The area of each bounding 

box shows that which type should be allocated for the vehicle. Each 

vehicle type can be shown by a special rectangle color. Type 1 has 

been represented by red, where Type2, Type 3 and Type 4 have been 

characterized by green, blue and yellow rectangles, respectively. 

In counting step, four isolated counters used for each vehicle type 

and a total counter is needed to store the sum value of them. All 

counters should count just the vehicles which are passing in a specific 

direction. So if a vehicle stops, turns or moves in wrong direction in 

the detection zone, it should not be counted. In this technique, 

counting is according to the number of moving vehicles detected in 

the detection zone and classified in one of mentioned groups. 

Total passed vehicles, which will be shown in yellow, help to analyze 

traffic flow in a period of time. Also by calculating the bounding 

boxes height and width in pixels, vehicle types can be distinguished 

and counted by related counters. Furthermore, in both counted 

vehicles, edges will be covered with green rectangles, which shows 

that they belong to Type 2 (even the green numbers inside bounding 

boxes confirm this result). 

CONCLUSION  
A methodology based on python language programming is 

proposed in this research. Python has many useful libraries, 

such as numpy, matplotlib, and scipy, that can assist engineers 

count traffic, classify traffic, and save time. Traffic flow is 

essential information for transportation planning, and getting it 

right and processing it in a timely manner is a difficult task for 

transportation and highway engineers. From the standpoint of 

road construction design and traffic planning, these 

technologies will be quite valuable. 
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